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IMPLEMENTING WATER AND sanitation project is
very often a constraint minimisation exercise, where the
concerns of major stakeholders are comprehensively ap-
praised against different, sometimes discrete and mutually
contradicting, factors. This issue is even more complex for
developing countries where the investment decisions are
characterised by internal trade-offs, primarily to the softer
sectors of the society.  The history of infrastructure plan-
ning in developing countries have enough testimony to
prove that given the decision-making is a complex process,
the investment decisions are often made without taking
into consideration of the concerns of the entire spectrum of
stakeholders. Very often the “cost” of the facilities is
considered as an only basis to make investment decision.

This case study presents an attempt made to bring the
stakeholders and their concerns within a single framework.
The exercise was undertaken in Nepal to address the
complexity of decision-making process for drainage devel-
opment. This project demonstrated that any water supply
and drainage development intervention requires consid-
eration of a multitude of decision-making variables. This
project used a very affordable and judgement based meth-
odology, in that, it utilized Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) to make the investment decision. The project was
completed in two stages - in the first stage, a master plan
was prepared to identify various options; and, in the
second, strategy for implementation was prioritised.
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This project was undertaken in Biratnagar Municipality,
the second most important industrial town in Nepal, with
some 200,000 inhabitants living in about 6,000 ha of area.
Although the municipality serves as the major trade and
transit route to India and third countries, agriculture still
dominates the local economy.

The city presently has approximately 32 km of kerb side
drains. However, these drains were constructed without
taking into account of the local topography, are heavily
encroached and do not have adequate outlets. Moreover,
the existing drainage systems were developed without
involving local people, and with that these are very poorly
managed. Consequently, they do not function as intended,
and have been the reason for several million rupees worth

of property damage every year. Especially during the
monsoon, several areas in the town experience extensive
pondage and considerable urban area remains inundated.
In particular, the areas located in ward (lowest political
boundary) numbers 3,4, 5, 6,15,16,19 and 20 (out of 22 )
suffer heavily due to pondage.
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The Drainage Master Plan prepared by MSUD (1989) is the
oldest and only planning document for drainage improve-
ment works for the Municipality. However, the Plan was
and has been scaled down by the municipal engineers and
authorities because of budgetary and other limitations and
uncoordinated implementation. Thus, a new approach to
master plan preparation was conceived in 1999, where the
plan first appraised all available options and then, by
bringing the concerns of all stakeholders, recommended
the best option and phased its implementation. The pri-
mary objective of the strategic planning / phasing was to
arrive at the best storm and wastewater drainage solution
for the town with the stakeholders consensus.  The main
goal was to develop the stakeholder consensus and involve
them, especially the town residents, during planning and in
later stages in drainage management.

Information, both secondary and primary, were com-
piled and assessed for the strategic planning. The informa-
tion and forecasts were assessed and potential development
scenarios or options were developed.
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In the process of option identification, prioritisation and
phasing the identified stakeholders were involved. The
process of informed decision-making involving all the
affected people was adopted and, in that, all technically
suitable options were reviewed against several factors and
sub-factors. The project identified stakeholder by strategi-
cally analysing the cross-section of the stakeholders. A
meeting was called of government official, municipality
and the residents, which first prepared a long-list of
stakeholders, which was then lumped together to arrive at
a total of five stakeholders, as presented in Table 1.
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In addition to the five stakeholder groups, views of other
stakeholders from other service delivery agencies (Water
Supply corporation, Telecommunication, Irrigation, Roads,
Airport authorities etc.) were also utilised, primarily under
the managerial factor of option assessment.
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Initially, all technically viable options to alleviate the
existing problems were identified. The study team took
precaution to involve all the identified stakeholders at all
stages of the technical option development to avoid any
conflict of interest at the later stages of strategic planning
exercise. The developed options were then evaluated on the
basis of the factors and sub-factors as identified in another
stakeholder consultation meeting. Table 2  summarises the
factor/sub-factor and their objective function.
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The eastern and western boundary rivers namely Singhiya
and Keshaliya, respectively are the only two points avail-
able to drain off the municipality drainage system. Given
the local topography is flat with several built up infrastruc-
tures like irrigation canals and roads,  the team had a very
little flexibility to identify options. Yet, three options were
identified to qualify the technical requirement. The three
options individually offer distinctively different arrange-
ments of out-fall drains to the Singhiya river, however,
there is no difference in drainage layout to the Keshaliya
river. All three options also incorporate existing drainage
system and most importantly, they not only serve all the
problematic area, but also serve the rapidly expanding area
of the municipality. Yet the drain alignments and physical
parameters are entirely different for all. Box 1 presents the
physical assessment of the options.
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The analysis was done using Expert Choice 9.5 (AHP based
computer software).  In this context, all stakeholder groups
were asked to make pair-wise judgement on their prefer-
ence of various objective and subjective factors and sub-
factors. The judgement of each stakeholder group was
separately entered within the model (figure 1) and it was
run to get the results. In addition to this, sensitivity of
various options with respect to the stakeholders and factors
was also done to address the planning strategy.
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Using an option analysis framework, all identified options
were analysed to generate an initial option ranking. Sensi-
tivity to the priority of the options with the stakeholders
and factors were studied to prepare a tentative list of
consequences that may become imminent if the existing
planning framework changes or stakeholders’ concern
modifies at the time of implementation. In particular, the
team assessed probability and its aftermath if the munici-
pality implemented the option of its choice without con-
sulting other stakeholders. Following this the team final-
ised the most suitable option for implementation and
generated the planning strategy and necessary policy to be
adopted.

The results of the analyses show that the Option-2 is the
most preferred option, followed by Option-1 and Option
– 3. Given the fact that Option-1 is technically simple and
less expensive, if all the stakeholders were not involved and
factors/sub-factors not considered it would have been the
obvious choice for implementation. It was observed that
there existed a common preference of all stakeholder
groups as regards to managerial and financial factors, but
their concern diverge for other factors. All the stakeholders
except slum dwellers were keen on improving the environ-
ment through the investment decision. Similarly, the slum
dwellers appeared less concern for the health benefits.
Quite strikingly, the ranking of option for implementation
by slum dwellers and the general public was similar, which
indicated that an assimilation of the slum dwellers with the
core city dwellers. Similarity in the choice for options
among the business community and the farmers further
indicate that the farming will remain as an integral compo-
nent of the local economy for several years to come.

Sensitivity analysis of the judgement indicated that the
option ranking would be different, if the municipality
completely neglected the concern of other stakeholders
associated with the drainage system development. The
synthesis of result and their sensitivity with the various
stakeholders is presented in Table 3.
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The AHP based decision analysis resulted numerous insights
into the sensitiveness of various stakeholders toward the
drainage development preference.
• It can be concluded that investment-decisions in water

and sanitation infrastructure development require the
stakeholders’ participation right from the planning stage.

• Infrastructure decision-making is an “integrated plan
ning, negotiation and compromising” activity.

• Cost of the infrastructure is not always the determining
criteria in the investment decision-making process.

• Given the finance and the technicality is often the
decision  “prerogative” of the implementers; public
participation in a “pre-planned project” may not be
participation in the true sense.

• Informed decision-making starts at the planning stage,
and, in that, the project-people negotiation should be
beyond “cost” or  “extent of participation” during
project implementation.

• A Stakeholder group can have a distinct set of preference
but intra and inter stakeholder group discussion can
bring forth a negotiated outcome that is best for
everyone’s interest.
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